
A. Not counting Nemo and Dory and friends (and Mr. Limpet) (and 
Rainbow Fish), fish can’t talk like you and I talk. 

               But some fish actually do make noises meant for 
other fish to hear. The noises sound like clicks or ticks 
or grunts or even whistles. 
           Some fish do it to attract a mate. Some fish do it 
when courting each other. Some fish do it when 
bothered or threatened — for instance, when hooked 
and yoinked from the water. 
           “Many fishes have evolved the ability to 
produce sounds by drumming the swimbladder 

with specialized muscles or bones,” a University of 
South Florida Web site explains.

        Indeed, scientists say that hundreds of   
   species — the oyster toadfish, 

the striped searobin, the 
Atlantic croaker, to name 
just a few — make sounds 

your ears might not believe.                       
    Hear for yourself! Dig some cool 

samples at http://www.fishecology.org
/soniferous/sound_demo.htm.
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Notes: The Web site mentioned 
is by an adjunct assistant 
professor with the University 
of Massachusetts Amherst, 
Rodney Rountree. Also check 
out his amazing assortment of 
recorded fish groans, moans, 
honks and mystery (oo!) noises 
at http://www.fishecology.org
/soniferous/justsounds.htm. 
Find the University of South 
Florida Web site, which has 
sound samples, too, at http://
www.marine.usf.edu/bio/
fishlab/fish_sound_production.
htm. If you’re really into fish 
sounds now — and who 
wouldn’t be? — there’s even a 
“Fish Sounds” CD you can buy. 
Read about it at http://www.
gso.uri.edu/fishsounds
/Notice.html.
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From your scientific friends at The Ohio State University — specifically, the Ohio Agricultural Research 
and Development Center (www.oardc.ohio-state.edu) and OSU Extension (extension.osu.edu).

Q. Dear Twig: Can fish talk? Make sounds? Bloop? Bleep?


